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Skipper: Veteran Explorer: Earl de Blonville, FRGS.

Earl is Australia’s pre-eminent Arctic explorer and an Australian sea kayaking pioneer. In 1986, Earl

conceived, mounted and led Australia’s first expedition to the Arctic, a complex $2 million project

with HRH The Prince of Wales as patron and Lord Shackleton as key British Advisor.

He has explored more than half of Greenland’s navigable coastline in his own 50′ steel ketch. In

1979 he made headlines following his unexpectedly successful first sea kayak circumnavigation of

Tasmania’s rugged 1,600km coastline. Earl also led the first northerly sea kayak crossing of Bass

Strait, one of the world’s most dangerous navigable waterways. In 1988, Earl was Director of the

Tall Ships spectacular where the Prime Minister officially launched Australia’s year of Bicentenary

celebrations before an international television audience. This was the first time the Tall Ships

international fleet had sailed south of the equator. For many years Earl has been involved in

traditional gaff sailing as crew, club official, classic restorer and prizewinning skipper. 

 

Sailing Master: Senior Commander Jürgen Zimmermann (Retired).

Jürgen is a highly experienced and qualified classic yacht skipper with voyages on a wide range of

traditional vessels around the Baltic, North Sea, Mediterranean and Atlantic. Joining the German

Navy in 1964, he served on destroyers and frigates before becoming a Senior Commander, with

experience as tactical fighter pilot and instructor with the German Navy and Air Force. Jürgen was

part of the NATO tactical fighter leadership program and served as staff officer at NATO

headquarters in
 

Belgium. He began sailing dinghies at the age of 13 in Kiel and during active duty across Europe and

the USA always managed to sail with national and international crews as skipper on naval yachts

and traditional wooden vessels. From 1998 he has skippered traditional cutters, schooners,

galeasses and barkentines. For several years Jürgen skippered the schooner Zuversicht (33m) and

the galeasse Carola (26m) around the Baltic on sail-training tours with youth crews.

 

 

First Mate & Navigator: Captain Tor Vestlie (Retired).

Tor is an expert navigator with a lifetime of professional seamanship. He joined the Norwegian Navy submarine service in 1975 sailing the most

silent and maneuverable submarines in the world as a Commanding Officer. Later, he was appointed as an Instructor for the famous five-month

‘Perisher’ program – the most intense military training scheme in the world – to select new submarine Commanding Officers. Tor moved up to

become Director of Staff at NATO HQ in Stavanger, Norway, and later, Commandant at the Norwegian Naval Academy. During his Naval career, Tor

frequently sailed aboard the Norwegian sail training Tall Ship ‘Statsraad Lehmkuhl’ (98m) and since then has sailed extensively with our Sailing

Master, Jürgen. As our First Mate, Tor brings his highly specialized military-grade skills in coastal navigation, radio communications and maritime

first aid. 

Mongcon
Note
This is a screen print of the crew page for 9sails.com from 11/4/2013.   Earl briefly employed Juergen and Tor, both sailors with impeccable experience and credentials, for the move of the Tarnan from Gothenburg to a shipyard in Denmark, across the Baltic.  The agreement was the Earl would pay the two professional crew their expenses for traveling to Gothenburg, meals, etc. and return travel after the boat was delivered.  The idea was that when 9 sails became operational and funded with clients, Juergen and Tor would be regular paid crew.  The crossing of the Baltic was nearly a disaster and the ship had to be rescued by the Danish Navy (there is video).  So Juergen and Tor had a chance to see how the "Skipper" behaved under serious stress.  In spite of Juergen clearly being the most qualified to be "Skipper",  Earl insisted on that title.  Lost in all of this is the actual owner, Earl's girlfriend Jennifer Gidley who supplied all the cash but nothing in the way of sailing knowledge. See Tor's comments below:

Mongcon
Note
Earl is apparently the only person who has ever called Earl "Australia's pre-eminent Arctic Explorer"

Mongcon
Note
The 86 Australian Sea Kayaking Expedition was also a near disaster.  There is no public record of what was discovered or learned or data gathered. 

Mongcon
Note
This is a seriously exaggerated claim.  The coastline of Greenland is over 44 thousand kilometers.  

Mongcon
Note
Earl nearly always, when describing this trip, leaves the impression that this was a solo event.  It was a two man event with John Brewster as co-equals.  

Mongcon
Note
This claim of the first northerly crossing of Bass Straight is also dubious.  Not that he didn't paddle the strait, but that it was the "first".  This runs directly afoul of Earl's public dismissal of " plentiful and tiresome 'I-Was-There-First' types" in his fawning endorsement of Ripley Davenport: http://earldeblonville.net/Earl%20de%20blonville%20full%20endorsement%20of%20Ripley%20Davenport.jpg

Mongcon
Note
Actually, Earl was not the Director.  Earl was in charge of the part of the program in Melbourne and he apparently did a good job. 

Mongcon
Note
Earl has previously claimed to be President of the Devon Old Gaffers Sailing club in England.  When caught in that lie he made a ham handed effort to cover his tracks by claiming to be the vice-president.  But the person who made the change in text to the website where Earl had made his claim misspelled vice as "vide" giving away the change.  https://verein-jugendsegeln.de/2013/goodbye-carola-or-a-carola-love-affair/

Two past presidents of that club have debunked this claim.  Earl was simply a member, not an officer of the club at any time. 

Mongcon
Note
Here is Tor's assessment of Earl after the ill-fated crossing to Denmark and the rescue:  "My impression of Earl is that he suffers from Megalomania, he is not honest and not at all the professional explorer as he likes to be.
What surprises me most is: how can Earl teach leadership? For me he has demonstrated lack of moral balance. When I was the superintendent at the Naval Academy my main focus was Leadership training, and to select which Midshipmen to be officers. I am sad to say that Earl would not have qualified."
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